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Abstract— This paper focuses on a technique to determine the
impact of HVAC set point adjustments on building-level electrical
load (kW) utilizing Support Vector Regression (SVR) with the
minimum possible set of input variables. The paper uses two SVRbased forecasting methods, namely single-step and recursive
models. These models are used to forecast hourly electrical loads
of a commercial building in Chicago area for the summer period
from 8AM to 8PM. The model accuracy is observed to be higher
than 95% for hour-ahead load forecasts, and higher than 93% for
12-hour ahead load forecasts. The models presented in the paper
can be used to quantify the reduction in electrical load (kW) based
on HVAC set point adjustments during peak hours in buildings.
Index Terms— load forecasting, SVR, regression model,
machine learning, demand response

I. INTRODUCTION
Power grid as a whole is a large and distributed system
consisting of generation, transmission and last mile distribution
lines. This vast plethora of interconnected systems need to work
in unison for the power grid to function properly. Any
mismatch between the supply and demand can cause the system
to shut down. System-level load forecasting has long been a
topic of great interest that can help proper generation
scheduling, plan for reserve margin and ancillary services,
thereby maintaining power system stability. Since 1980s, much
work has been done in the area of system-level load forecasting.
Authors in [1] summarize various load forecasting techniques
for large-scale power systems. The knowledge-based approach
was introduced in [2, 3].
However, with the advent of smart grid and Internet-ofThings (IoT) devices, the attention has shifted from the systemlevel to building-level operation. Smart grid operation allows
instant, secure and reliable monitoring and control of electrical
equipment over different communication infrastructures and
protocols [4, 5]. This capability results in an increasing
popularity of developing building-level load forecasting
techniques and methods. Several methods have been used for
building-level load forecasts, including linear regression [6, 7],
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [8, 9], Support Vector
Regression (SVR) [10, 11] and Fuzzy Neural Network (FNN)
[12].
The above mentioned work typically performs baseline
building-level load forecasts using input parameters, like
historical load data, time of the day and outdoor temperature
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profiles. Incorporating HVAC set points provides additional
advantages and allows the estimation of peak demand reduction
potentials in a building when set points are raised during a
demand response period. However, since most of the HVAC
systems in building operation do not have a log mechanism,
HVAC set points are normally not considered as input
parameters for building-level load forecasting.
There are a few prior studies that incorporate HVAC set
points along with outdoor temperatures in load forecasting
using linear regression techniques [13, 14]. However,
relationship among HVAC set points, outdoor temperatures and
building electrical load are often non-linear and vary from
buildings to buildings. Therefore, kernels along with linear and
polynomial properties of SVR are useful to understand these
non-linear relationships. The purpose of this paper is to
formulate an SVR-based load forecasting model with a
minimum possible set of input variables that can capture the
impact of HVAC set point changes on building-level hourly
electrical load (kW), focusing mainly during the peak demand
hours. The paper discusses single-step and recursive models for
load forecasting and compares their forecasting accuracy by
using the models to forecast hourly electrical load of a building
in Chicago.
II. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
Load forecasting tasks can be accomplished using different
techniques, such as time series modeling, curve fitting, ARMA
model, Kalman filtering and data smoothing. Most popular
modern techniques are SVR and ANN. ANN models are
efficient where there exist highly complex relationships among
non-linear parameters. However, for load forecasting, ANN
does not have any reliable theory to determine the structure of
the network. This is due to the application of ERM (Empirical
Risk Minimization) principles into ANN. SVR overcomes this
limitation by introducing SRM (Structural Risk Minimization).
Important concept of SRM is minimization of error by
introducing regularization parameters. The accuracy of SVR
depends largely on the selection of input variables. The more
relevant the variables are the more accurate the result is.
Irrelevant data can over or under fit the result.
In this work, SVR is used for load forecasting. Support
Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm was introduced in [15]. SVR
is an extension of that algorithm. SVR uses the “Hyperplane”
separating the data points with minimum error as the fitted
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model to predict future outputs. For a given data points
(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) a linear function in (1) can be developed.
(1)

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝒘𝑥 + 𝑏

Where, w is the weight vector and 𝑏 is the bias term. This
function can be trained by a linear regression. The objective of
SVR is to find the flattest fit. Therefore, the objective function
for SVR is:
𝑛

min

1
||𝒘𝟐 || + 𝐶 ∑(𝜉𝑖 + 𝜉𝑖∗ )
2

(2)

𝑖=1

s. t.

𝑦𝑖 − 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 , 𝒘) ≤ 𝜖 + 𝜉𝑖∗
𝑓(𝑥𝑖 , 𝒘) − 𝑦𝑖 ≤ 𝜖 + 𝜉𝑖
𝜉𝑖 , 𝜉𝑖∗ ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 0,1,2,3. . . 𝑛

It is intuitive that the power consumption of a building is
dependent on HVAC set points. That is, lower set points result
in higher electricity consumption in buildings. Authors in [16]
show that there exists relationship between outdoor temperature
and preferred HVAC set point.
Fig. 1 plots the simulated hourly electrical loads of the target
building (kW, Y-axis) against outdoor temperatures (F, Xaxis) during May 1st – October 31st. It can be seen that the
hourly electrical loads are less than 175 kW, when the outdoor
temperatures are lower than the baseline set point of 72F.
However, the hourly electrical loads increase non-linearly as
the outdoor temperatures increase beyond the baseline set point.
As there is a relationship between outdoor temperatures and
hourly building electrical load, outdoor temperatures along
with HVAC set points are considered as the input parameters in
the developed SVR-based load forecasting model.

Here, 𝐶 is the cost function, which represents the trade-off
between points lying outside the tolerance boundary and the
flatness of the fitted curve. 𝜖 represents the tolerance boundary
and n is the number of test cases. Value of C and 𝜖 are user
dependent. 𝜉𝑖 and 𝜉𝑖∗ are the errors for the points lying outside
the tolerance boundary. After the “Hyperplane” generated with
the minimum value of objective function is found, that can be
used as the fitted model to predict value 𝑦𝑖 for given set of
inputs, 𝑥𝑖 .
By introducing Lagrangian multipliers α, 𝛼 ∗ and solving the
quadratic optimization problem with inequality constraints,
weight factor 𝒘 in (1) can be obtained as:
𝑛

𝑤 = ∑(𝛼 ∗ − α) 𝑥𝑖

(3)

B. SVR Models

𝑖=1

The SVR regression equation can then be written as:
𝑛

𝑓(𝑥) = ∑(𝛼 ∗ − α) 𝑘(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥) + 𝑏

Fig. 1. Relationship between outdoor temperature (F) and hourly electrical load
(kW) of the target building.

(4)

𝑖=1

Where, 𝑘(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥) is the kernel function, which maps the data
to higher dimensional spaces that enables better manipulation of
non-linear relationship in dataset. Kernels used for the methods
developed in this paper are: Linear, Polynomial and Gaussian.
III. METHODOLOGY
This paper focuses on using SVR-based machine learning
method to develop a model that can capture the impact of HVAC
set point changes on building-level hourly electrical load. This
section describes the reason underlying the selection of input
variables, SVR models, the preparation of training and testing
datasets and model validation criteria.
A. Reasoning for Input Variables Selection
The accuracy of load forecasts using SVR depends largely
on the proper selection of input variables and on the relevance
of the variables rather than the volume of the data. The aim is
to account for as minimum number of variables as possible with
high percentage of forecasting accuracy.

Two types of SVR-based load forecasting models are used:
single-step and recursive models. These models are trained
separately for each hour with separate training data. The singlestep model aims at forecasting building electrical loads (kW) at
the beginning of each hour for the next hour. On the other hand,
the recursive model performs electrical load forecasting once at
the beginning of the forecasting hour, using the single-step
model to predict the first hour load and then recursively uses
the predicted loads to forecast future hours’ electrical loads.
Input variables to the models are chosen to include:






HVAC set point (F) at hour i
HVAC set point (F) at hour i+1
Outdoor temperature (F) at hour i
Outdoor temperature (F) at hour i+1
Building electrical load (kW) at hour i
 Actual load for the single-step model
 Predicted load for the recursive model

MATLAB function fitrsvm has been used as a basis for the
building-level load forecasting method. “Grid-Search” has been
done by setting the OptimizeHyperparameter function of
fitrsvm to all to find out the best possible combination of the
relevant parameters (cost function, kernel function, kernel
scale, epsilon, polynomial order) thus minimizing the objective
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function of SVR. This implies the forecasting error has the
lowest possible value.
C. Preparing Training and Testing Datasets
While time-series building-level hourly electrical load data
are readily available via the corresponding smart meter, HVAC
set points are not easily obtained. Hence, in this study, a
building simulation model has been developed using eQUEST
and validated against the historical hourly electrical load data
of a commercial building in Chicago, which is obtained from
smart meter. The validated eQUEST model was then used to
generate input training and testing datasets for the SVR model
described in the previous section.
The building in consideration is three-story building with
total building area of around 100,000 square feet. Inputs used
for eQUEST model development are weather data, building
structure and envelope details, seasonality, HVAC system
model, occupancy and other loads like lighting, plug and water
heating. Outdoor temperature data have been obtained from
Weather Underground https://www.wunderground.com/, for
the Chicago area. The developed eQUEST building model
containing HVAC set point information has been validated
against hourly electrical load data obtained from the
corresponding smart meter. The simulated hourly electrical
load closely follows the actual one with the average error of
around 5% during the peak demand hours. This indicates that
the developed eQUEST model can represent the actual hourly
building load, thereby validating the developed building
simulation model.
Once validated, the developed eQUEST model has been
used to prepare training and testing datasets for each hour
starting from 8AM to 8PM.
 The training dataset has been prepared with different
combinations of HVAC set points during different hours
of each day and with the weather data of three summer
periods from May 1st to October 31st in 2015, 2016 and
2017 when HVAC is operational.
 The testing dataset of the baseline scenario (Case I in
Section IV) has been prepared by keeping the set point
constant at 72F for each hour of each day and by using
the weather data from May 1st to October 31st in 2017
when HVAC is operational.
 The testing dataset of the case with HVAC set point
adjustment (Case II in Section IV) has been prepared by
increasing the HVAC set point from the baseline to 74F
between 12PM and 4PM, using the weather data from
May 1st to October 31st in 2017 when HVAC is
operational.
Since, for each hour of the day starting from 8AM to 8PM
different fitted SVR models are developed, individual training
and testing datasets have been prepared for each hour,
comprising hourly electrical load at the beginning of each hour,
outdoor temperatures and HVAC set points. The ratio of training
to testing data is 2:1. Training and testing datasets for both
single-step and recursive models are the same.

D. Validation Criteria
The Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE, %) and the
goodness of fit (R2) have been selected as the validation criteria.
MAPE (%) represents the numerical accuracy of the forecast
and R2 represents how closely the predicted model follows the
actual load pattern. See (5) and (6).
𝑛

|𝑦𝑝,𝑖 − 𝑦𝑎,𝑖 |
1
MAPE (%) = ∑
⋅ 100
𝑛
𝑦𝑎,𝑖

(5)

𝑖=1

𝑅2 =

∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑦𝑝,𝑖 − 𝑦𝑚,𝑖 )2
∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑦𝑎,𝑖 − 𝑦𝑚,𝑖 )2

(6)

In this particular study, 𝑦𝑝,𝑖 is the predicted load (kW) at
hour i by the SVR model, 𝑦𝑎,𝑖 is the actual load (kW) at hour i
and 𝑦𝑚,𝑖 is the mean value of the actual load (kW) at hour i.
IV. LOAD FORECASTING WITH SVR AND ERRORS
The developed SVR models have been used to perform
baseline load forecasts (Case I) and load forecasts with HVAC
set point adjustments between 12PM to 4PM (Case II) for the
targeted building. The time for HVAC set point adjustments has
been chosen to coincide with the demand response period to see
the impact of HVAC set point change on the building’s hourly
electrical loads.
A. Case I: Baseline Load Forecasts
For Case I, the HVAC set point is assumed to be constant at
72F between 8AM to 8PM.
Fig. 2 shows the actual vs predicted hourly electrical loads
of this building from 12PM to 4PM using the single-step model
with baseline set point of 72F. For the single-step model,
forecasting is done at the beginning of each hour. For the
recursive model, on the other hand, at each hour, the forecasted
hourly electrical load from the previous hour is used as an input
of the current hour along with current set point and outdoor
temperature. Hence, the forecasting has been done once at the
beginning of the forecasting period, i.e., at 8AM. Fig. 3 shows
the actual vs predicted hourly electrical loads from 12PM to
4PM for the recursive model with the baseline set point. Except
at the beginning of the forecasting period, the recursive model
does not require any information of actual electrical loads.
Rather, it recursively uses the forecasted load from the previous
hour to predict the electrical load for the next hour.
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show that the forecasted hourly loads from
both models closely follow the actual hourly building loads, and
the single-step model showing slightly better accuracy.
B. Case II: Load Forecasts with HVAC Set Point Adjustments
For Case II, the HVAC set point is assumed to be raised by
+2F from the baseline set point 72 F during 12PM to 4PM,
representing a demand response request to reduce peak demand
in buildings. During other hours, HVAC remains at the baseline
set point.
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Fig. 2. Actual vs predicted hourly electrical loads from 12PM to 4PM for the
single-step model with baseline set point of 72F(Case I–single-step model).

Fig. 3. Actual vs predicted hourly electrical loads from 12PM to 4PM for
recursive model with baseline set point of 72 F (Case I – recursive model).

Fig. 4. Actual vs predicted hourly electrical loads from 12PM to 4PM for the
single-step model with set point raised (Case II – single-step model).

Fig. 5. Actual vs predicted hourly electrical loads from 12PM to 4PM for the
recursive model with baseline (Case II – recursive model).

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the actual vs predicted hourly
electrical loads from 12PM to 4PM with set points raised by +2
F from the baseline for the single-step model and recursive
model, respectively. The plots show that the forecasts from both
models are able to resemble the hourly electrical loads when the
set point was raised by +2F from the baseline with high
accuracy, and thereby capturing the impact of set point change.
As an example to see how closely the forecasts are
comparing to the actual loads, Fig. 6 plots the actual vs
forecasted loads during the forecasting period, i.e., from 8AM
to 8PM using the recursive model. It can be seen that the
developed SVR model can perform load forecasting quite
accurately for both Case I (with constant set point) and Case II
(with the raised set point).

Fig. 6. Actual vs predicted hourly electrical loads (kW) for a single day with
the baseline set point (Case I) and baseline +2F (Case II).

Since the recursive model only requires the electrical load
data at the beginning of the forecasting period as its input, along
with weather forecasts, it is a useful method to predict hourly
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electrical loads of the following day if HVAC set points are
adjusted during demand response period.

properly adjust HVAC set points during a demand response
period to meet the required demand reduction target.

Table I summarizes the MAPE(%) and R2 values for each
hour load forecasting for both Cases I and II.
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TABLE I
MAPE (%) AND R2 FOR CASES I AND II
Time

08:0009:00
09:0010:00
10:0011:00
11:00
12:00
12:0013:00
13:0014:00
14:0015:00
15:0016:00
16:0017:00
17:0018:00
18:0019:00
19:0020:00

Case I
MAPE
R2
Sin
Re
Sin
Re
glecur
glecur
step
sive
step
sive
3.81
3.81
0.97
0.97

Case II
MAPE
R2
Sin
Re
Sin
Re
glecur
glecur
step
sive
step
sive
3.81
3.81
0.97
0.97

3.32

3.25

0.96

0.97

2.65

3.52

0.98

0.95

3.95

3.86

0.94

0.95

3.99

3.78

0.94

0.95

3.45

3.61

0.97

0.95

3.66

3.83

0.95

0.94

3.95

3.77

0.94

0.94

3.39

3.89

0.95

0.94

2.97

3.98

0.98

0.94

4.19

4.34

0.94

0.93

4.01

4.94

0.93

0.89

4.31

5.08

0.95

0.91

3.25

4.22

0.97

0.94

4.45

5.41

0.91

0.89

4.47

5.26

0.95

0.92

5.8

5.51

0.89

0.92

4.46

5.71

0.96

0.92

4.47

5.92

0.94

0.91

4.39

6.46

0.98

0.93

5.35

6.29

0.96

0.93

4.81

7.39

0.98

0.93

5.01

7.61

0.96

0.92

For all hours in both the Cases I and II, MAPE (%) values
for the single-step model are around 5% or lower. For the
recursive model, MAPE (%) values are between 3.25% and
7.61%. R2 values of both models are around 0.9 and above.
Since the recursive model incorporates the error in previous
hours’ forecasting, it creates an avalanche effect, and thereby
increasing MAPE (%) of later hours.
V. CONCLUSION
The models used in this paper are able to perform load
forecasting in both the constant HVAC set point scenario and
the raised set point scenario. Hence, the impact of HVAC set
point raise on building electrical loads during a peak demand
period can be quantified. Running building simulation software,
like eQUEST, is resource hungry and requires lots of inputs and
run time. The paper proposes that such a load simulation
software to be run only once to prepare the training dataset and
then use the fitted SVR model to forecast hourly electrical loads
of a building at each one-hour intervals. Since the recursive
model does not require any electricity consumption data as the
input (except the actual load at the beginning of the forecasting
period), the SVR-based models used in this paper can be utilized
for day-ahead optimal operation planning, and can be beneficial
to an electric utility and/or a Distribution System Operator
(DSO) in discovering demand response potentials of a group of
buildings. On the other hand, these models can be useful for a
demand response aggregator in helping program participants to
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